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IGRG ANNOUNCES IMPROVEMENTS TO THE INDUSTRY CODE FOR SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE ADVERTISING

The IGRG has today announced a range of improvements that will be made to the Industry Code (‘the Industry Code’) for Socially Responsible Advertising. These improvements will form part of a revised version of the Code and will be implemented within six months.

The Code was originally produced in 2007. Among its most significant measures were (i) the 9.00pm television watershed for all gambling products except for bingo and sports betting around televised sports events; (ii) the requirement for advertisements to carry information about the Gamble Aware website; and (iii) the removal of sponsoring operators’ logos from all children’s merchandise, such as replica football kits.

However, while the Industry Code provides a benchmark for the industry, operators can, and frequently do, go beyond its requirements.

The improvements to be made include:

- A requirement to have socially responsible gambling messages at the end of all television and radio adverts.

- The removal from pre-watershed television advertising of sign up offers that are targeted at new customers.

- Pre-watershed television advertising cannot make reference to other gambling products that would not normally qualify for pre-9.00pm exemption.
• Improved prominence to be given to gambleaware.co.uk in all print and broadcast adverts.

• Reference to gambleaware.co.uk will now have to be included in all television programmes sponsorship undertaken by gambling operators.

• The inclusion of clear 18+ or ‘no under 18s’ messaging on all print and television adverts.

• New provisions to cover aspects of marketing on social media (for example, all gambling operators should have on their corporate webpages (i) responsible gambling messaging and (ii) links through to sources of more detailed information).

These changes follow work undertaken by the IGRG as part of a wider review commissioned in 2014 by the then Secretary of State at DCMS into all aspects of gambling advertising.

Commenting on the reforms, the IGRG Chairman, Barry Hardy said:

‘The review commissioned by the then Secretary of State has proved to be a very useful and timely exercise. It was one that the gambling industry welcomed and we have sought throughout to play a constructive role in it.

In the hierarchy of regulation the Industry Code remains the junior partner, but as a responsible industry it is right that we should continue to work proactively to identify measures that supplement what is required of us by our regulators. The gambling industry has a responsibility to ensure that it takes all reasonable steps to minimise the extent of problem gambling and to prevent underage gambling from taking place. Socially responsible advertising is essential if that is to be achieved.

The changes to the Code will add to the safeguards that are already in place and will further raise awareness of the need for consumers to keep their gambling fully under control. The possibility of additional improvements remains open and we will be instigating an ongoing review programme.’

Notes to editors

The Code

When the Gambling Act 2005 was implemented in 2007 it introduced greater advertising freedoms, especially around television advertising. Although gambling advertising is primarily regulated under specific provisions by the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) the British gambling industry decided that it would adopt the Code as well in order to apply a number of additional safeguards, including for instance the requirement that all advertisements should include ‘gambleaware.co.uk’.
It will continue to be the case that the principal rules governing gambling advertising in Great Britain will be those produced and administered by the Committee of Advertising Practice (CAP) and the Broadcast Committee of Advertising Practice (BCAP), which are adjudicated upon by the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA). Further information about those is provided below. It must be stressed that this code is designed to supplement, rather than repeat or supersede those rules, by providing industry standards in a very limited number of related areas, especially educational messaging, that are not covered by the CAP/BCAP rules.

IGRG

The IGRG is comprised of the Association of British Bookmakers (ABB); British Amusement Catering Trade Association (BACTA); Bingo Association (BA); National Casino Forum (NCF); and Remote Gambling Association (RGA).

These trade bodies represent businesses whose primary purpose is the provision of gambling opportunities, whose memberships reflect the spectrum of businesses trading and which have a detailed understanding of their respective areas.

The IGRG is responsible for maintaining and reviewing the Industry Code for Socially Responsible Advertising.

IGRG’s member associations represent some 640 operators and 8,500 licensed premises across the gambling industry.

For more information, contact:

Barry Hardy, IGRG chairman, (barryhardy@hotmail.co.uk): or

Clive Hawkswood (chawkswood@rga.eu.com 0203 585 1242)